
MADE OF 100% GE LEXAN 
Made in the USA of 100% 
GE LEXAN, each LectraLock is 
constructed from the same material 
used in bulletproof glass. 
It won’t crack, it won’t shatter 
and it won’t budge. 

EXTRA DEEP FOR INDUSTRIAL 
APPLICATIONS 
Our LectraLock electrical outlet 
protectors come in a variety of 
sizes to accommodate all of your 
needs. We even have optional 
warning stickers to further prevent 
tampering and unauthorized use.

EASY INSTALLATION 
LectraLock installs with just one 
screw — and we provide it. It just 
doesn’t get any easier than that.

LIFETIME GUARANTEE 
LectraLocks are the best electrical 
outlet protection money can buy. 
Guaranteed. If they ever wear out, 
we’ll replace them for free.

UNRIVALED QUALITY & VALUE 
Our LectraLocks are the #1 
electrical outlet protector for a 
reason: there is simply no safer 
product on the market. You can’t 
put a price tag on safety, but 
you will be amazed by both 
LectraLock’s quality and value.

There are hundreds 
of electrical outlets in your office…    

It took a near tragedy for our engineers to develop the LectraLock. 
It shouldn’t take another one before you install them in your office. 

Protect your business today and call 800-387-0619 now to order your 
LectraLocks. Or order online at www.lectralock.com
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BUT IT ONLY TAKES ONE PULLED 
PLUG TO GENERATE DISASTER. 
What’s keeping your critical machinery plugged in? Would your patient 
be able to breathe without her ventilator? How many hours would it take 
to re-create all of your lost data files? And who would get hurt if 
dangerous electrical arcing occurred at the outlet?

At LectraLock, we know how quickly a situation can go from “normal” to 
“near-tragedy.” It only takes one mishap for data, time and, even, lives 
to be lost. As a leading manufacturer of safety and security products, 
we know how critical it is to keep your electrical outlets protected. 
That’s why we’ve developed the world’s finest electrical outlet 
protectors. Guaranteed. Hands down, there’s just no better way to keep 
your equipment — and your people — safe.

MADE IN THE

USA


